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SUMMARY 
This third report  under the current grant is concerned with a method for 
determining an optimum shape of a convex,,shell of revolution with respect to vol- 
ume, weight and length. 
I 
- 
The technique used depends on replacing the,class  of functions, over which 
the shape may range, by the parameters b/a, CY and @ in the equation 
where a ,  b, CY and p are positive constants not riecessarily integers, with CY 
and @ equal to o r  grea te r  than unity. The bodies of revolution are generated by 
revolving the line, described by the above equation, about the x-axis. 
The procedure is illustrated for a thin shell which will fit within the 
space defined by a circular  cylinder of radius b and length 2a. The shell is 
optimized, in t e rms  of CY and 8, with respect to volume and weight. The FOR- 
TRAN program used to achieve these results is presented in Appendix B. 
INTRODUCTION 
1, Statement of the Problem. 
The previous reports  under the current  grant,[1,2] * stated a future objec- 
tive of the project as being the optimum contour design of a class of shells. This 
third report is directed toward achieving that objective in t e rms  of enclosed vol- 
ume and shell weight for thin shells of revolution. 
Optimization can be treated in  several  ways. A general formulation of 
the optimization 0f the design of thin shells of revolution might include the deter-  
mination of the shell shape as well as the variation of the shell thickness along 
meridional Iirres. A l e s s  general approach involves assigning the shape and vary- 
ing the shell thickness [3, 41 ~ The current  report  treats an alternate approach. 
Here a uniform thickness is maintained, but the meridional lines which define the 
geometry a re  permitted to vary in accordance with the relation 
(3.1)** 
where a ,  b, a and j? are positive constants, not necessarily integers. 
The use of Eq. (3. 1) permits an optimization of shape which is limited 
to the choice of the parameters  cr and p for  a shell of length 2a and of radius 
b. The body of this report  is limited to the variation of a and p for fixed length 
and fixed diameter, but Appendix A presents a mathematical formulation which 
permits  the length to vary as well a s  ct and j?. 
The achievement of the stated objective depends on a suitable failure 
One criterjon could involve a complete stress analysis of the shell criterion. 
including varying thickness Others could include thick walled shells o r  buckling. 
However, in illustrating the method, the shells have been restr ic ted to thin, con- 
stant thickness walls with internal pressure  loading, Further  the failure is 
assumed to occur either on the central  plane c i rc le  normal to the x-axis at x = 0 
or  along a meridian. Thus separate computer programs which involve the com- 
plete s t r e s s  analysis of the shell have not been used. 
- 
*Numbers in brackets refer  to the References. 
**The notation ( 3 .  1) is adopted to aid in cross-referencing equations from the 
f i r s t  two reports under the grant [i, 21 . 
2 
, 
The techniques described can be applied in a manner which would permit 
the direct  inclusion of one of the existing computer programs on the s t r e s s  analysis 
of shells [5, 6, 71 . These auxilliary computer programs would provide the 
thickness requirement o r  the variation in thickness of the shell when incorporated 
into the proper location within the FORTRAN program presented in this report ,  
In this way the optimized shell would be based on a more  realist ic failure cri terion 




a half length of the shell, [L] * 




horizontal coordinate of the first quadrant of Eq. (3.  l), [L] 
vertical coordinate of the first quadrant of Eq. (3. l), [L] 
acceleration due to gravity, [LT-2] 
volume of the shell, [ L ] 
weight of the shell, [MLT-2] 
surface area of the shell, [ L2]  
a rea  enclosed by f i r s t  quadrant of Eq. (3.  l), [L ] 
a r c  length in the f i rs t  quadrant of Eq. (3.  l), [L] 
thickness of the shell, [L] 
preassigned minimum allowable volume of the shell, [L3] 
preassigned maximum allowable weight of the shell, [MLT-2 ] 













V CY1 volume of cylinder with radius b, length 2a, [L3 1 
weight of cylindrical shell with radius b, length 2a, [MLT-2] 
CY1 
W 
V ratio of V xa /Vmin, [ 11 
ratio of W/Wmax ,  r 11 W 
Q ratio of ahmax, c11 
h2 
*The dimensional notation [L] indicates a length while [MI indicates mass ,  [TI 
















uniform internal pressure on shells, [ML-' Tm2 1- 
preselected limiting value for the ratio Aa/FCY o r  Ap/F 
of iteration, [ 13 
exponent of the absolute value of x/a , [ 13 
exponent of the absolute value of y/b, [l] 
(as  a subscript) indicates partial differentiation with respect  to CY, [l] 
(as a subscript) indicates partial differentiation with respect  to 8, [I] 
P 
mass  density, [ML-3] 
non-negative weighting function of v, [l] 
non-negative weighting function of w, [l] 
non-negative weighting function of P, [ 11 
yield stress of the shell material, [ML-l  T-2] 
2 2 preselected limiting value for the maximum change in (Av + Aw 
to be allowed in one iteration step, [l] 
Jl through J, 
I(€), K(E) improper integrals as defined in Eqs. (3.35) and (3 .36)  
integrals as defined in Eqs. (3.33) 
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DISCUSSION OF THE METHOD 
Otpimization with respect to enclosed volume and shell weight, for a shell 
of revolution defined by the meridian curve Eq. (3.  1) is achieved by considering 
the exponents CY and 8 as parameters.  
Then the volume and weight may be expressed as 
where p is the mass  density of the material of the shell, g is the gravitational 
acceleration, while A represents the area of the middle surface of the shell and 
t is the thickness. The thickness is maintained constant over the entire shell and 
is small  compared to the radius b and to the length a .  
Both the volume Vxa and the surface a rea  A depend only on the geomet- 
r ical  shape of the shell, which is controlled by the parameters  ct and for the 
fixed cylindrical volume. The thickness t depends on the geometrical shape of 
the shell, on the load condition and on. the failure cr i ter ia .  Therefore the mode of 
the failure of the shell, under a specified load condition, must be defined for the 
evaluation of the thickness t ,  before optimization can be achieved. 
Let the primary design requirements, to be fulfilled for the shell, be 
are preassigned limits. It is further assumed that a t  where Vmin 
least  one set  of values (CY, p )  will satisfy the primary requirements. Otherwise 
the material  of the shell, the assumed mode of failure, the load conditions, o r  the 
dimensions a and b have to be modified in order to determine an optimum shape. 
and Wmax 
To facilitate the calculations, the ratios of the volume and weight are 
introduced as 
W w =- 
max 
The differential of a function is then defined as 
(3 .4 )  
7 
, 
where h and cc are non-negative weighting functions of v and w,  which define 
the relative importance of increasing in volume and of decreasing in weight, These 
weighting functions a r e  defined in terms of current  volume and weight. A s  long as 
it is possible to select  dv and dw, consistent with the constraints of the problem, 
such that dF is positive, one has not achieved the optimum shape, Thus one seeks 
the values of CY and p for which the differential dF is either zero  o r  negative. 
While superior shapes may exist, the above criteria will a s su re  an opti- 
mum shape within the limitations of Eq. (3 .1)  and with the imposed constraints on 
volume and weight. 
To determine the values of CY and /3 for  which F yields the extreme 
value, one may write Eq. (3 .5)  in the form 
dF  = Fa, d a S F  d/3 P 
with 
- Fa - A vCY - 
(3 .6 )  
(3 .7 )  
where the subscripts CY and p indicate the partial differentiation with respect to 
CY and 8 .  
If Eq. (3 .6 )  is an exact differential, then in principle one need only look 
= 0 for the optimum shape. Because of the complex among the solutions of F 
nature of the equations for vCY, 
Eq. (3 .6)  is exact. Even if Eq. (3 .6)  were exact, the analytical solution of 
- 
CY - F/3 
and w it is difficult to determine whether vp’ wCY B’ 
= 0 would be extremely difficult to obtain. The following iterative pro- 
cedure is therefore used in the evaluation of Fa, = FB = 0. 
requirements is selected first. This defines the shape of the shell middle s u r -  
face. Therefore, the volume and the surface area of the shell can be calculated 
and the required thickness computed consistent with the assumed mode failure of the 
shell. Once the volume and weight are computed, values of h and v ,  which were 
P defined by the design criterion, are established. Hence the values of Fa and F 
are determined by Eqs. ( 3 . 7 )  and (3 .8 ) .  The shape is then modified by incre-  
menting CY and /? in accordance with the path of the steepest  ascent 
- 
- FB 
A shape defined by a se t  of a, and /3 consistent with the pr imary 
B da:dp  = FQ:F 
8 
(3 .9)  
. 
The iterative procedure is repeated until Fa and F 
ation, le t  a constant k be defined from Eq. (3.9) a s  
a r e  both essentially zero. P 
To determine the incremental s ize  AQ and A@ for the s teps  in the iter- 
(3.10) 
Therefore 
dv vQ dLy -t- v dP = k(vQ Fa + v F ) (3.11) P P P  
d w = w Q d a + w  d P = k ( w C Y F Q + w  F )  (3.12) P P P  
In order  to limit the size of the increments of Av and Aw, and of ACY and Ap, the 
constant k is selected in the following way 
kl if k l  < ko 
ko if kl > ko 
k =[ (3. 13) 
The constant kl is determined from Eqs. (3. 11) and (3.12) consistent with the 
assigned increments of Av and Aw , and is evaluated as follows 
2 = A v  2 + A w 2 = k :  [(v F + v  F ) 2 + ( w  F Q + w  F ) 2 ]  
TO Q Q  P P  CY B B  
from which 
c 3 3 1  




of(Av + A w  ) to 
be allowed in one iteration step, while k 
ra t io  Aa/F, o r  @/F 
with a new set of values of Q and P formed by adding the increments ACY and @ 
to the previous values. The iteration process terminates when the value (e + FB) 
is l e s s  than a preassigned accuracy parameter. 
The mathematical formulation of the more general problem which permits 
is a preselected limiting value for the 




the length to vary as well as CY and P is presented in Appendix A. 
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
In the process of iteration, as described in the previous sections, the values 
of v, va, v , w,  w, and w for a given set  of values of CY and /3 must be calculated. 
From Eqs. (3 .3)  and (3 .4) ,  wa and w 
B B 
may be written as P 
=-.E%-. (A & +A, t) 
w~ Wmax 
w =Pg (A tB +AB t) 
B Wrnax 
(3 .15)  
(3 .16)  
The symbols used in the iteration procedure, described ea r l i e r  in the re- 
port ,  are defined by the following integrals, The notation in these integrals is con- 
sistent with that used in the previous reports  under the current research grant [l, 21 . 
2 / B  
(1 - Xa) dX 
'm in 
- 
2 / B  
1 2 
v =  -2 (:) [ (1 - X") l o g ( 1  - X") dX ' 'min 
(3.17) 
(3 .18)  
(3.19) 
10 
" 2(1 -P)& 2 Let F(X,  0, 8) = 1 + (,$I x2(" - l ) (1  - x ) 
2 and h 2 = jf) 
- 1/2x(3cr-2) (1 - f )3 (1 -p) 'p  log X 
and 
1 
" (3-28)/13 dX ( 1 - X )  A = -4 IT ab{($)\ F(X,  CY, p )  -1 /2  x2("-1) P 
0 
( 1  - X")l'P log (1  - X") dX - 1/2 
The next step consists of the determination of the thickness t and the values 
of ta and t These values should ideally be determined from a limit analysis, but P '  
since this would constitute a major undertaking in itself [6, 71 , the following simple 
fai lure  cr i ter ion is adopted. It is assumed that under a uniform internal pressure,  
po, the shell will fail by general yielding either along a longitudinal plane o r  around 
11 
the equatorial plane. If a. is the yield stress for the shell material ,  failure along 
a longitudinal plane requires a thickness given by 
while failure around the equatorial plane requires a thickness given by 
t2 = ; R i b  
where Aa is the a rea  
complete a rc  length in 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
enclosed by the f i r s t  quadrant of Eq. (3. 1) and L is the 
the first quadrant of Eq. (3.1). The design thickness t 
should be either tl  o r  t2, whichever is larger. If t2 > - tl  then t equals t2, 








= f F(X, cy, P)li2 dX (3.30) 
All of the integrals which appear in the above equations may be collected 
into seven groups, by defining the following convergent but sometimes improper 
integrals in notations as 
J2 (p, 9) $ (1 - up)' log (1 - up) du 
13 
J, (p, q) =[ (1 - up log u du 
J o  
2 
with 
Then the equations used in the calculation of v ,  w and their derivatives can be 
expressed by Eqs. (3.33) a s  
h2=[ !$$]  andp ,  r >  - I, q, s, m z 0  . 
2 2 2 IT ab 
'min 
v =  J l ( ~ i  $ 
14 
1 1  A = 4 . r r a b  J,(cY,- -) B’ B 
I S  
(3.34) 
15 
NUMERIC A L INTEGRATION 
The analytical expressions for the integrals in Eqs(3.33)  are not available 
except for J,, J, and J3 which may be expressed in te rms  of gamma functions and the 
derivatives of gamma functions, the psi functions. Since the above functions also in- 
volve ser ies  expansions o r  numerical integration , all  of the integrals in Eqs.(3.33) 
a r e  evaluated numerically using Simpson's Rule, In this process,  special considera - 
tion is given to improper integrals of the following two types. 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
with f(e) continuous in the interval 0 < - -  e < E .  For  E small  enough, replace f(e) 
with a parabola 
where 
bo= f(0) 
b1=4 f(5) - f(E) - 3  f(0) 
b2 = 2  f(E) - 4 f(z) +2 f(0) E 
Then the improper integrals I(€) and K(E) can be approximated a s  





(3 .39)  
l o g E  [bo +m- bl +TG 
Therefore the improper integrals J2 to J7 listed in EqsS(3.33) can be expressed in 
+ K(E) 
1 
P E = 1-(1-7) P 
f2  I(€) 
f(S) = (1-O1h log (1-5) 
6 = q - 1  
t e r m s  of I(€), K(E) and a proper integral. They are derived as follows. 
E = €  
f(E) = (1-5 P ) (4-1 
6 = p  
1 
(1 - up)' log (1 - u 3  du %, (1 - up)' log (1 - u g  du 
Let  E = l - u P  
1 -( 1 -rip 
(1 -up)' log (1 - up) du + - 
P 
(1 - P)(l-p)/p eqlog5dE and J2 (P, 9) =[-' 
Using Eq. (3 .39)  along with the definitions of Eq. (3.37),  J2 is approximated as 
6 = q  








+ - I(€) 
(3. 
6 - s - q - 1  
log (1-u P ) du 
1 
P 
+-  K(E) 
18 
E = l - ( l -q)P  
f(e) = [E2(leq) + h2 (1-5) 
1 l o g ( 1 - 0  
6 " s - q - l  
The integrals J to J therefore involve only proper integrals; thus numerical 1 7  
integration by Simpson's rule can be applied. The FORTRAN programs for  the evalu- 
ation of J, through J by means of a digital computer are written in subfunction form as 7 
listed in Appendix B. 
19 
NUMERICAL COMPUTATIONS 
Several characterist ics of the design problem have to be defined before the 
numerical iterations can be performed. One is the magnitude of the required valuefi 
for Vmin and Wmaxe the others include the weighting functions A and /A. 
1. The Ranges of the Volumes and Weights of Shells 
Among the shellsof revolution which may be generated by revolving the me- 
ridian curve, Eq, (3. l),about the x-axis, the range of shapes of interest  lie between 
the cylindrical shell f o r  which the exponents CY and p are both large,  and the coni- 
cal shell for which the exponents CY and /? both equal unity. The volume of the 
cylinder with radius b and length 2a is Vcvl = 2 IT ab2, and the volume of the double 
cones having apexes at -a and at  +a, with co;responding base diameter,  2b, is 
V 
2 2 2 
= - TT ab If the required minimum volume Vmin is written as Vmin=C1(2Tab ), cone 3 
then C1 must l ie  between 1/3 and 1. 
variation must be considered as well as the surface area. The surface areas for  the 
cylindrical and conical shells are 
In order to determine the weight for  the two limiting cases, the thickness 
A cone = 4 1 ~ a b  [i vT ] 
Using Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24), the thicknesses required for the shell of cylin- 
drical  type, based on two different failure criteria, are expressed as 
therefore 
20 
I b for (g )  1.1 
b for  (g)  < 1 
Similarly, the thicknesses required for  the conical type shell are 
t 2 = i  (2) b 
-< 1 for any value of (-), b it follows that a 
b 
a for any ratio (-) , 
Then the weights of the cylindrical and the conical shells become 
W cone - _  '  4 v" +(z) [4nab2[$]  p g ]  
By writing the pr imary required limiting weight as 
= c2 [4 TT ab2 (%) P 91 
O0 
max 
then C2 has to be in the range 
21 
2. Weightirig Functions A and )a 
of the volume and the, weight of the shells,  are preassigned according to the design 
criterion. Any functions in terms of V and W can be assigned in the problem. One 
The functions h and p which define the relative importance of the variation 
such set of functions is defined as 
n 
(3 .43)  
The shapes of the functions in Eq. (3 .43)  appear in Fig. 1, for p = q = m = n = 1. 
From the characteristics of the functions A and p ,  one can predict that when 
the volume is close to Vmin or when the weight is close to Wmax, a small  incre- 
ment of V or  W wall produce a large change of dF as defined in Eq. (3 .6) .  If 
dF  is considered as the slope of a surface F, then the surface has a positive slope 
along the edge where V is close to Vmin and has a negative slope along the edge 
where W is close to Wmax. Thus i t  follows that there must exist a maximum 
value of F ,  that is dF = 0, in the assigned range V > Vmin and W < Wmax. 
The functions A and p may also be defined as 
(3 .44)  
where Aland p1 a r e  obtained from Eq. (3 .43) .  If one divides A l  and p1 by [m, the magnitude of A2 and p2 will be limited to the range of 0 to 1. 
The ratios A2/p2 and Al/pl, remain the same. The characterist ics of the 
functions are a s  shown in Fig. 2;  the values of A 2  and p2 outside the range of 
V and Wmax are arb i t ra ry  set equal to 0 and to 1 respectively. m in 
Another form of A and p consists of straight lines, which define a 
linear variation of V and W a s  
- w  - Vcyl - -- 
'3 Wmax x 3 - v  cy1 - v  min . 
(3 .45)  
The above three definitions of A and p are applied in the numerical examples of 
this report .  Subroutine programs for  the calculation of A and I.( 
the main iteration program as listed in Appendix B. 
22 
are attached to 
3. Numerical Examples 
The functions of h and 
v - v  
A =  CY1 
- 'min 
I 
 for the f i rs t  example a r e  chosen a s  in Fig. 1, that is 
W 
- w  !J= Wmax 
Let  the required minimum volume of the shell be 0.6 of the volume of cylindrical 
shell, thus Vmin = 0.6 (2 T ab ), and let  the required maximum weight be 0 .8  that 
of the cylindrical shell under the same load condition. Since the thickness required 
for  the cylindrical shell is dependent on the ratio of b/a, the weights for  the cylintlri- 
ca l  shells with different ratios b/a a r e  given by Eq. (3.42) a s  
2 
(0.75) for b/a = 1.0 
2 
(4 T p g po a b /oo) for b/a = 2.0 
for b/a = 0.25 
2 2 therefore the values of Wmax are chosen as 0 . 6 ( 4 ~  pgpo ab /oo), 0 . 8 ( 4 ~  p gpo ab /a,) 
and 0.72 (4.rrpgpO ab /o,) for the ratios b/a = 1.0 ,  2.0,  and 0.25 respectively. 
the aid of digital computers. The FORTRAN programs for the iteration procedure 
are listed in Appendix B. 
2 
With all the requirements set ,  the iterative calculations are performed with 
Choosing the starting values a = 1.5 ,  ,f3 = 1.5 with the fineness ratio 
a /b  = 1.0,  and the limiting value qo = 0.1, k = 0.3, results in the out- 
put listed in Table I. From steps 1 to 7 in the Table, the results listed are pre-  
sented for each iteration; from step 8 on, the results a r e  presented for every other 
iteration. From these results it is seen that the values of Q and j3 increase rapidly 
in each of the f i r s t  six iterations and then change slowly. The same pattern is appar- 
ent for the slopes Fa, and F 
but with the starting conditiona, = 2.0,  /3 = 3.0 , The results in steps 1 to 8 are listed 
for each iteration while after step 8,  they a r e  listed for every fourth iteration. The 
iterated values of a and p decrease rapidly in the f i r s t  three steps and then change 
0 
8' 
Table I1 shows the iteration results with the same parameters as in Table I, 
slowly. 
The results in Tables I and II+ indicate that the shape defined bya, = 1.5, 
/3 = 1.5 lies on one side of the ridge, Fig. 3,  while the shape defined b y a  = 2 . 0 , 8 = 3 . 0  
l ies  on the other side of the ridge. During the iteration process, the successively im-  
proving values of (Y and p climb to the ridge rapidly according to the path of steepest 
ascent, and then progress slowly along the ridge due to the small  variation of slope along 
the ridge. 
23 
The phenomena observed in the above resul ts  may be verified o r  described 
more  clearly by the exact integration of the function dF of Eq. (3.6)  using the 
assigned functions h and Rewriting the weighting functions h and p in 
dimensionless t e rms  v and w, one obtains 
c - v  =- 
v - 1  
p = -  W 
1 - W  
c =L vc 1 where 
'm in 
Then dw c - v  W dv -  dF  =- v - 1  1 - w  
which, after integration, yields 
F "(c - 1) lOg(v - 1) + l O g ( l  - W) - ( v  +w)  
The function F is in te rms  of v and w, which can be represented by the inte- 
gra l s  with parameters CY and /3. The relative variation of F with respect to CY 
and /3 is plotted a s  a three dimensional surface in Fig. 3.  The surface has the 
shape of a mountain range with the projection of the ridge shown in the CY - p plane 
in Fig. 3 .  The peak of the ridge is located near  the point CY = 2.65, /3 = 1.55. 
Changing the values of Vmin8 Wmax and the reciprocal of fineness ratio, 
b/a, resul ts  in little change in the shape of the surface F ,  but does produce a 
slight shift in the location of the ridge. The projections of the ridges 
on the CY - /3 plane,with different combinations of Vmin, Wmax, and b/a,are plotted 
in Fig. 4. The shift in the ridge is in the same sense as the change in Vmin o r  in 
max' 
The results in Tables 111 and IV show the iterative calculations for the 
2 2 case Vmin = 0.6 (2 IT a b  ), Wmax = 0.8 (4 IT p g po a b  /a,) with the rat io  b/a = 2 . 0  
and ko = 0.3. While the initial values f o r  CY and /3 are different in Tables 111 and 
IV, i t  is noted that they converge to the same values of CY and /3 after successive 
iterations. 
A s  a second example, h2 and p2 of Fig. 2 are chosen as the weighting 
functions. The resul ts  of each iterated calculation with three different start ing 
values are listed En Table V. The preassigned values f o r  computations are 
I 
2 2 V = 0.6 (2 IT ab  1, Wmax = 0.6 (4 IT p g p ab /a,) and b/a = 1.0. The values m in 0 
2 4  
of CY and p reach the ridge rapidly after several iterations regardless of the s t a r t -  
ing point. 
Table VI gives the iterated resul ts  for the weighting functions h3 and p3,  
which vary linearly with V and W, as defined by Eq. (3.45).  The other preassigned 
values for computations are the same a s  for Table V. The resul ts  indicate that both 
the slopes F and F are within the limit 0.005 after ten iterations for  a l l  of the 
different start ing values. 
CY P 
Since the iteration procedure is controlled by the slope of the function F ,  
the ra te  of convergence is mainly dependent on the weighting functions h and p .  
F o r  the currently assigned functions, the results in the above tables indicate that 
the values CY and /3 converge rapidly to the region where the ordered pair  (CY, p )  
l ies near  the projection of the ridge and then change slowly along the ridge. Due to 
the small  variation of the slope along the ridge, any point located on the projection 
of the ridge on the CY - p plane constitutes a good shape with respect to volume and 
weight 
A s  another example, the functions h and p may be considered as constants. 
In this case,  the problem becomes one of determining the relative maximum of the 
function F = v - w. Since the variation of the thickness is very small due to the 
change of values CY, p s  a shape which is nearly optimum may be achieved by assign- 
ing a specific value of volume in determining the values of CY, 
surface o r  by assigning a specific value of surface a rea  in determining the values 
of c y ,  p for maximum volume. 
The shapes to fulfill the above requirement can be determined with the aid 
of data from previous reports  [l, 22, The surface in Fig. 5 represents the volume 
variation with respect to CY and 8. The heavy curve on this surface represents 
the volumes of shells fo r  which the surface area is equal to a preassigned value. 
From the projection of this curve on a vertical plane, the values of CY and f l  for 
the maximum volume for  the defined surface area can be established. In a s imilar  
manner,  the surface in Fig. 6 represents the area variation with respect to CY and 
8. The heavy curve on the surface represents the areas of shells for which the shell 
volume is equal to a preassigned value. The projection of this curve on a vertical 
plane indicates the area variation among shells having a constant volume. 
for minimum shell 
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APPENDIXES 
A .  Iteration Procedures with Varying Shell Length 
Similar to the Eqs. ( 3 . 2 )  and ( 3 .  3 ) J  the volume and weight of the shells of revo- 
lution may be taken as the functions of three parameters  CY, f3 and a ,  
'xa = v  xa p2 a) 
w = P g A  (Q, B, a)  t (Q,  8, a)  
Here the shape requirements to be fulfilled for the shell are 
a < a  max - max v > v  w < w  - xa - min 
In this ca se  the dimensionless forms a r e  defined as 
W v ~- - 'xa w=- 
'm in max 
Q=- a 
a max 
and the differential of a function is formed a s  
d F - A d v  - u d w - ~ d P  
where A ,  p and v are the functions defining the relative importance of increases in 
volume and decreases  in weight and length. The differential dF also can be written as 
dF  = F d o + F  d P + F g d Q  
0 P 
The iteration steps wil l  then follow path of s - j epes  
dcr : d / 3 : d P = F c r : F B : F e  
ascen a s  defined by 
The iterative procedure is repeated until Fcr , F and F are essentially zero.  P P 
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B o  FQRTRAN Programs 
1. Programs for FUNCTIONS FJ1 through FJ7 
Since the integrals J through J, listed in Eqs.  (3 .33)  appear in the calcu- 1 
lanons of the mam iteration program many times,  they are computed in separate 
FUNCTIONS attached to che main program. Simpson's rule is used to evaluate the 
above integrals with the approximation techniques discussed in the section on Numer - 
ical Integration 
Ammg the input arguments for  the FUNCTION programs, the values P, Q, 
R ,  S and T are the exponents in the integrals. They are dependent on the values of 
CY and P o  'I?lc quantities ETAI and EPS are two small  numbers assigned in the 
calculation of the two improper integral I(E) and K(E) of Eqs.  (3 .35)  and (3 .36) .  The 
value FK2 represents the te rm [ $) and the value ACC is the accuracy re- 
quired for the relative difference between two successive approximations in the 
Simpson"s rule integration routine. In the previous numerical examples, the value 
assigned to ETAI and to EPS is 0.01 while the value assigned to ACC is 0.0001. 
9 
2. Program for SUBRQUTINE FMULAM 
The SUBROUTINE FMULAM is written to compute either the values h12 
pl, as Eq. (3.43) o r  the values h2, l2 as Eq. (3.44) ,  which is controlled by the 
number NC. The outputs defined by FLAM and FMU represent  hl and pL1 for 
NC = 1 and h2 and p2 for  NC= 2. The input arguments P, Q, FM and FN are 
the same as the exponents p, q1 m and n of Eq. (3 .43) .  
3 The Ma in Iteration Program 
The main purpose of the program is to compute the increments of ACY 
and AB a l m g  the path of the steepest  ascent f rom the cur ren t  assigned values CY 
and P o  The computations a r e  repeated for the new calculated CY and until they 
reach a point where the absolute values FCY and F 
are less than a preassigned small  number QEPS. 
The input data of FP, FQ, FM9 FN and NC listed on the first data card  
are supplied for the calcdat ion of functions h and p .  The constants EPS, ETAI 
and ACC on the second data card are the numbers assigned to the FUNCTIONS J, 
through J, Sn order  to compute the integrals. The values PO and SIGO represent 
internal pressure p 
cess t. 
as in Eqs. (3 .7)  and (3.8), 8' 
and the yield stress a. and are used to calculate the thick- 
Input data ETAQ and F K V  are assigned to l imit  the s tep s ize  of CY and 
0 
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p in each iteration, and represent q and ko in Eqs. (3 .14)  and (3 .13) .  The two 
integers NRVWP and NRAB a r e  the number of the se t s  of Vmin, Wmax and the 
number of sets of the rat io  BOA (b/a) to be calculated in the program, 
0 
The input values VMIN and WMAX are two dimensionless numbers which 
represent the preassigned allowable minimum volume and maximum weight. The 
true value of the minimum volume is VMIN * (2 TT ab  ) and the true value of maxi- 
2 mum weight is WMAX 
2 
(4 IT p g po ab  /UO), 
F o r  the output, the resul ts  of each iteration are printed using the symbols 
DA, DB, ATIL and BTIL to represent  nor AS, For and F respectively. P 
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FORTRAN I B Y  
PUhCH CBJECT 
GO 
READ I N P U T  TAPE 7 9  1, FP, FQ, FH, fN, NC, E P S ,  t T A I t  ACCt NRVWP 
1 FORCAT ( 4 F 1 5 - 5 ,  I 1 0  / 3E20.R / I 1 C l  
2 FORPAT ( 2 E 2 6 . 8 /  3 f 2 0 . 5 1  
READ I N P U T  TAPE 7 ,  2, PUS SIGCt O E P S ,  E T A O ,  FKV 
3 DO 69  INRVWP = 1, NRVhP 
4 REAC I N P U T  TAPE 7, 5, V M I N t  W C A X ,  NRAB 
5 FORMAT ( 2E20.8  /I191 
9 DO 5 0  INRAB = 1, biRAR 
10 RFAC I N P U T  TAPE 79 11, ALPHA, BETA, BOA 
11 FORMAT [ 3L20.81  
N R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,  12 ,  V Y I Y ,  UPAX, ROA 
1 2  FORCAT ( 8 H l V M I N  = ,F7.3,2X,7HkMAX ,F7.5,3X, 4 t l n @ 4 = 1  F 6 . 3 ,  / / I  
NCOhT = O  
TO L I M I T  ALPHA ANC BETA BOTH L I K G E H  THAN CINE 
1 4  I F  ( A L P H A  - 1.01 1 5 ,  1 7 ,  1 7  
1 7  I F  ( R E T A  - 1.01 18 ,  19, 19 1 5  ALPHA = 1.0 
1 8  RETA = l.C 
19 F K 2  = ( B O A + A L P H A / h E T A I + + Z  
CNCB = l .O/RETA 
TWCH = Z.O/OETA 
THCR = 3 .0 /RETA 
NCGNT = hCONT + 1  
TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF T =  T I  OR T?  
AR= 
SL = F J 4 ( A L P H A , O N U R ~ C ~ O , F K 2 ~ E T A I ~ A C ~ l  
F J 1 (  ALPHA,ONGB, A L C  I 
RH = AR/ SL 
I F  ( RR-0.5 I 2 0 ,  2 U 1  2 1  
T2  LARGER ThAN T 1  
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C 
C T  
2 1  
2 T E / A L P h A l  
S H E L L O O ~  
S H E L L 0 0 2  
S H L L L 0 0 3  
SHE LLOO4 
SHE L LOO5 
S H C L L 3 0 6  
S H t L L 0 0 7  
S H E L L 0 0 8  
S H E L L 0 0 9  
S H E L L 0 1 0  
SH t C L O l 1  
S H E L L 0 1 2  
SHELL013  
S H E L L 0 1 4  
S H E L L 0 1 5  
S H E L L 0 1 6  
S H E L L 0 1 7  
S H L L L O l 8  
S H E L L 0 1 9  
S H E L L 0 2 0  
S H E L L 0 2 1  
S H E L L 0 2 2  
S H E L L 0 2 3  
S H k L L 0 2 4  
s t i  ~ L L 0 2 5  
S H E L L 0 2 6  
S H E L L 0 2 7  
S H E L L 0 2 8  
S H E L L 0 2 9  
SHELL030 
S H E L L 0 3 1  
S H E L L 0 3 2  
S H C L L 0 3 3  
S H E L L 3 3 4  
S H F L L C 3 5  
S H E L L 3 3 6  
S H E L L 0 3 7  
S H E L L 0 3 8  
s H F LL 0 3 9 
SHCLLG40 
SHE L L 0 4  1 
S H t L L 0 4 2  
S H E L L 0 4 3  
S H E L L 0 4 4  
S H E L L 0 4 5  
S t I E L L 0 4 6  
S h C L L U 4 7  
S l R  = - ( F K ? / ( B E T A . ~ 2 ) ) . ( F J 6 [ A L P t i A ~ O ~ ~ ~ ~ A L P H A ~ r h U ~ ~ F K ~ ~ E T A I t A ~ ~ l  + S H k L L 3 4 8  
1 B E T A + T E I  S t i  E L L  049 
S t 1 E L L 3 5 0  T A  = I P C i / S I C O I  ( PRA- A R + S L A / S L  I / SL 
T R  = ( p U / S I L O l  (ARB-  A R  S L B /  S L I  / S L  S H t  LLOS 1 
S H E L L 0 5 3  
2 4  h R I T E  OUTPUT T A P F  6 ,  2 5 ,  ALPHA, H E T A t  AR, SL, RR, T ,  T A t  TH SHELLi.52 


















S H C L L 0 5 4  
TO C A L C U L A T E  V, W I  AN0 T H E I R  O E K I V A T I V E S  S H E L L O 5 5  
SHCCLC56 
SU= FJ4(ALPHA,GNOR,ONOO~FK2~ETAI,ACCl S H E L L 0 5 7  
TE = F K 2 + F J 5 ~ A L P h A ~ O F t C B ~ T h O R ~ F ~ 2 ~ € T A I ~ A C C l  S h C L L 0 5 8 
SUA= T E / A L P h A  - FJ7 lALPHO,CNUB,  Oh09+2. , A L P H A , F K Z , € P S , t T A l , A C L l  S H t L L 0 5 Y  
1 /BETA + F K Z * F J I l A L P H A ~ O N O R ~  TH00t1.0, 2.+1ALPhA-l . ) ,FK21EPS, 
2 E T A I q A C C I  - F K Z + ( T h U O - l . l + F J 7 ( A L P H A ~ O ~ O E ~ T h O ~ ~ 3 . r 6 L P H A - ~ . ~  
3 F K ~ ~ E P S I E T D I ~ A C C I  
SUB= - ~ ~ . / ~ 9 F T A + + 2 ) ) + l F J 6 ~ ~ L ~ H A ~ O N O ~ ~ l . ~ U N ~ B + 2 ~ ~ F K 2 ~ E T A I ~ ~ C C ~  + 
1 2 . ~ F K 2 ~ F J 6 l A L P h A , O N O ~ , A L P H A , T h C ~ , F K 2 , E T A I , A C ~ l  + R E T A S T E )  
V = F J l ( A L P h A , T h O P , A C C l  
VA = - I T W C R I + F J ~ I A L P H A ~ T H O R , E P S , E T A I ~ A C C ~  
V 6  = - 1 2 . O / ~ R E T A + ~ 2 ) ) + F J 2 ( b C P h A I T W O 8 ~ t T A X ~ A C C l  
w = su + T  
WA = SUsTA + T+SUA 
W6 = SU*TR + T+SUH 
TO F I N D  THE V A L U E S  C F  MU AND LAMDA 
C A L L  FMULAM [ FPI FQ, FM, FN, VMIh ,  hMAX, V t  h t  f P U s  FLAP,  hC I 
k R I T E  OUTPUT T A P €  6, 26, V, V A S  VR, W ,  k A ,  h O t  t'U, F L A P  
2 6  FORMAT ( l C X ,  8 F l l . h  1 
I F  I F C U I  5 0 ,  30, 3 0  
30 I F  ( F L A P )  5 C 9  31, 3 1  
TO C A L C U L b T E  F A L P P A  AlvC F t j E T A  ( T H A T  I S ,  A T I C  AND C I T I L )  
3 1  A T I L  = F L A M  + VA/  VCIFI  - FMU & A /  W Y A X  
6 T I C  = F L A M  + VB/ V W I N  - F C U  kiQ/  WPAX 
A T I L S  = I ATIL'VA + t 3 T I L s V R  1 / V C I N  
B T I L S  = ( A T I L * k A  + O T I L - k B  I / 'rlVAX 
VO = V / V M I N  
hO = k / k M A X  
PKOGRIC T E R C I k A T E S  hHEh Q4 L E S S  THAh OCPS 
QQ = S O R T  ( A T I L + + 2  + R T I L + + Z I  
I F  ( CQ-QEPS 1 4 H 1  4 0 1  3 5  
T O  DETERMINE STEP SIZ€, COYTROL flh FKAP 
35 F K A P S  = ETAC / SOKT l A T I L S + * 2  + R T I L S * + Z l  
3 6  FKAP = FKAPS 
GO TO 4 C  
3 7  F K A P  = FKV 
4 0  CA = F K A P  A T I L  
DA = FKAP + H T I L  
I F  ( F K A P S  - F K V )  36, 36, 3 7  
k R I T E  OLTPUT T A P E  6,  42, ALPHA, 
1 O T I C ,  A T I L S t  M I L S  
42 FOKCAT l 6 F 9 - 5 ,  5t17.5) 
ALPCIA = I L P t A +  Ch 
BETA = B E T A  t OR 
IF I h C C Y T  - 5 0  I 14, 5 G ,  5 0  
48  k R I T t  GLTPUT TAPC 69 49, ALPHA, 
4 9  FCHCAT ( 1H-, 8F13 .3  / 1 h 2  I 
1 B T I C S  
5 0  COFtTlhUE 
6 9  C O F t T I h U C  
C A L L  S Y S T E P  
C h D  
S H C L L 0 6 0  
S H C L L 0 6 1  
S h E L L 0 6 2  
SH C L L 06 3 
S H t L L O h 4  
SH t L L 0 6 5  
S H E L L C 6 6  
S H E L L 0 6 7  
S H t L L 0 6 8  
S H E L L 0 6 9  
S b E L L n 7 0  
Ski t L L 0 7 1 
S H E L L 0 7 2  
S H E L L 0 7  3 
S h C L L 0 7 4  
S H E L L 0 7 5  
S H E L L 0 7 6  
S t j F L L O 7 7  
S P E L L 0 7 8  
S H t L L 0 7 9  
ShCLLCBO 
S H E L L 0 8 1  
SH( tLL082  
S h E L L O 8 3  
S h E L L 0 8 4  
S h E L L C 8 5  
S H E L L 0 8 6  
S H F L L O 8 7  
SHE L L O 8  &I 
St i  E L  L O 8  9 
S H E L L b 9 O  
S H E L L 0 9 1  
S H E L L O 9 2  
S H E L L 0 9 3  
S h t L C 0 9 4  
S H t L L 0 9 5  
S H E L L 0 9 6  
S H E L L 0 9 7  
SHELCO98 
S H t L L 0 9 9  
S H E L L 1 0 0  
S H E L L  1 0 1 
S h E L L 1 0 2  
S h E L L l C 3  
RFTA, C A S  [ ' H I  VC, h'Ot FKAP, A T I L ,  S H E L L 1 0 4  
S H E L L  105 
S H E L L  106 
S t i t L L l O l  
S H E L L l O b  
SFI E L L 109 
S H E L L 1 1 1  
S H E L L 1 1 2  
SHC C L 1 1 3  
S h L L L 1 1 4  
S H E L L 1  1 5  
S h C L L 1 1 6  
P E T A S  VO, X C p  A T I L I  B T I L ,  A T I L S ,  S H E L L 1 1 0  
31 
s FORTRAN I R M  
s PUNCH OBJECT 
SUBROUTINE FMULAMIP~QIFMIFNIVMIN~~PAX~VIW~FMU,FMU,FLAM~NC)  
1 V V  = V / V M I N  
2 W W  = W/WMAX 
3 I F  ( V V  - 1 -01  4 1  4 9  10 
4 I F  I W W  - 1-01 101 51 5 
5 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE 6 9  61 VHIN,  WMAX,  V V 1  W W  
6 FORMAT(7H V M I N  = r E 1 2 . 6 1 t l H  W M A X  = 1 E 1 2 . 6 1 6 H  V  = ~ E 1 4 . 8 r 6 H  
1E14.B1// SX, 43HTHE PRIMARY REQUIREMENTS CANNOT BE REACHED 
7 FMU = -1.0 
8 FLAM = -1.0 
9 RETURN 
10 I F  ( V - 1 - 0 1  111 5 1  5  
11 I F  I V V  - 1-01 121 129 15 
12 FMU = 0.0 
13 FLAM = 1.0 
14 I F  ( W W )  5 1  5 1  9 
15 I F  ( W W )  5 1  51 16 
16 I F  ( W W  - 1-01 2 0 ,  1 7 1  1 7  
1 7  FLAM = 0.0 
18 FHU = 1.0 
19 RETURN 
2 0  FLAW = ( I  L./VMIN - V V ) + * P ) /  ( ( V V - 1 .  )*+Q) 
2 1  FMU = ( k W * * F H ) / ( I l . O  - WW)**FN)  
2 2  GO TO (2312611 NC 
23 TEMP = SKlRT(FLAM**Z + FMU**2) 
24 FLAW = FLbM/TEMP 
25 FHU = FHU/TEMP 
26 RETURN 
END 
s FORTRAN I R M  
JPUNCH OBJECT 
FUNCTION F J l ( P v Q , A C C )  
1 ODD = 0.0 
7 I N T  = 1 
3 v = 1.0 
4  EVEN = 0.0 
AHEAl  = 0.0 
I F  ( R )  19,  5 1  6 
5 E N D S  = 2.0 
G O  T O  7 
6  ENDS = 1.0 
7 H = l . O / V  
8 ODD = EVEh + ODL 
9  X = h / 2 .  
1 0  EVEN = C.0 
12 E V E k  = EVEN t ( ( 1 . 0  - X * + P ) * * Q )  
1 3 X = X + H  
14 AREA = (ENDS + 4.0*tVJEN + 2.0*0OD)+H/G.O 
1 5  R = A B S F ( A R E A l / A P E A  - 1 . 0 )  - ACC 
11 00 13 I = 11 I N T  
16 I F  ( R I  25,  2 5 ,  1 7  
1 7  I F  ( I N T  - 1 6 3 8 4 )  2 1 1  19, 1 9  
18 FnRPAT (23H J l ( P p 0 )  h O T  CONVtHGENT)  
19 k R I T E  OUTPUT TAPF 6 ,  I &  
20 CALL S Y S E R R  
21 A R E A 1  = A R E A  
22 I N T  = 2. IhT 
2 3  V = Z.O*V 
24 GO T O  7 
2 5  F J 1  = A K E D  












S U B F M L l l  
SURFML 12 
SUHFML13 
SUEF ML 14 
S U C F M L l 5  
S U O F M L l 6  
S U B F M L l 7  
S U B F M L l 8  
SUBFMLLS 
SUBFMLZO 
S U D F M L Z l  
S U b F M L 2 2  







F J 1  01 
F J 1  02  
F J 1  03 
F J 1  04 
F J l  05 
F J l  O h  
F J 1  07 
F J 1  OM 
F J 1  09 
F J l  10 
F J 1  11 
F J 1  1 2  
F J 1  1 3  
F J 1  14 
F J 1  15  
F J 1  16 
F J 1  1 7  
F J 1  1 8  
F J 1  19 
F J 1  2 0  
F J 1  2 1  
F J I  22 
F J 1  23 
F J 1  24  
F J 1  2 5  
F J 1  26 
F J 1  2 7  
F J 1  2 8  
F J 1  Z Y  
F J 1  30 
F J l  3 1  
32 
s FORTRAN I B M  
SPUNCH OBJECT 
FJ2 01 
1 D P = P  FJ2 02 
E= 1.- ( 1 -0-ETA1 1 **P FJ2 03 
OME = 1.0 -ETA1 FJ2 04 
3 DEL = 1.0 - l.O/DP FJ2 05 
5 FO = 1.0 FJ2 06 
6 Fl = (1.0 - O.S*E)**(-OEL) FJ2 07 
7 F2 = (1.0 - E)**(-OELI FJ2 08 
8 D Q = C  FJ2 09 
FJ2 10 9 A = 4.04F1 - F2 - 3.04FO 
FJ2 11 
11 T 1  = DQ + 1.0 FJ2 12 
I t  12 = OQ + 2-0 FJ2 13 
13 13 = DQ t 3.0 FJ2 14 
140EN = (ELOG (E)*(FO + Tl*IA/T2 + B/T3)) - (FO + Tl*Tl*(A/(TZ*T2) FJ2 15 
1 + B/(T3+T3)))/Tl)+lE+*Tl)/ITl+DP) FJ2 16 
15 000 = 0.0 FJ2 17 
16 INT = 1 FJ2 18 
17 V = 1.0 FJ2 19 
18 EVEN = 0.0 FJ2 20 
A R E A l  = 0.0 FJ2 21 
FJ2 22 19 ENDS = ((1.0 - OHE**OP)**OQ)*ELOG (1.0 - UME+*OP)  
20 H = OCE/V FJ2 23 
21 ODD = EVEN + OD0 FJ2 24 
22 X = H/2.O FJ2 25 
23 E V E N  = 0.0 FJ2 26 
24 DO 26 I = 11 IN1 FJ2 27 
25 EVEN = EVEN + ( (1 .0 - X*+DP)**OQ)*ELOG 11.0 - X**DP) FJ2 28 
26 X = X + H FJ2 29 
FJ2 30 27 A R E A  = (ENDS + 4.04EVFN + 2.O*ODD)*H/6.0 
28 R = ABSF(AREAl/AREA - 1.0) - ACC FJ2 3L 
29 IF ( R )  381 3 8 ,  30 FJ2 32 
30 IF 1INT - 163841 341 31s 31 FJ2 33 
31 W R I T E  OCiTPUT TAPE 61 32 FJ2 34 
32 FORMAT (23H J21P1Q) NOT CONVCRGENT) FJ2 35 
33 CALL SYSERR FJ2 36 
34 AREAl = AREA FJ2 37 
FJ2 38 35 IN1 = 24INT 
36 V = 2.04V FJ2 39 
FJ2 40 37 GO T O  20 
38 FJ2 = AREA + EN FJ2 41 
39 RETURk FJ2 42 
END FJ2 43 
FUNCTION FJ2(PiQ,ETAIs ACC) 
io B = 2.04~2 - 4.04~1 + 2.01~0 
33 
s FORTRAN l B M  
SPUhCH OBJECT 
FUNCTICk F J 3 ( P , G t E P S 1  E T A 1 1  A C C I  
1 D P = P  
2 CQ = C - 1.0 
3 1 1  = CP t 1.0 
4 T 2  = T l / I C P  + 2 - 0 1  
5 T 3  = T 1 / ( D P  + 3.b) 
6 FO = 1.i 
7 E = EPS 
8 F l  = (1.0 - ( G . ? J + C I + + D P ) + + D Q  
9 F 2  = (1.0 - E*+OP)++DC: 
10 A 4.0+F1 - F 2  - 3.T)+FU 
11 B = 2.0+F2 - 4 . 0 + r l  t 2.O+FO 
120EN = IELOG ( E l + ( F O  t T2.A t T 3 + H l  
1 3  D E L  = l.O/CP 
1 E * + T 1 )  / T 1  
UME = 1 . 0 - C T A I  
E= 1.0- OtJ'E+.CP 
15 T 1  = C C  + 1.0 
16 T2 = T l / ( C Q  t 2.0) 
1 7  T3 = T l / ( C Q  t 3.01 
1 8  FO = 0.0 
19 F 1  = ( ( 1 . 0  - C.S+El+*DELl+ELOG (1 .0  - 0.5.t) 
F J 3  0 1  
F J 3  02  
F J 3  03 
F J 3  0 4  
F J 3  05 
F J 3  06 
F J 3  0 7  
F J 3  08 
F J 3  09 
F J 3  LC 
F J 3  11 
F J 3  1 2  
( f 0  t T2*T7+A t T 3 + 1 3 + R I / T l ) + ( F J 3  1 3  
F J 3  1 4  
F J 3  1 5  
F J 3  16 
F J 3  1 7  
F J 3  1 8  
F J 3  1 9  
F J 3  2 0  
F J 3  2 1  
2 0  F 2  = ( ( 1 . 0  - E l + + D E L l + C L O G  (1.0 - E l  
2 1  A = 4.0+F1 - F 2  - 3.0+FC 
2 2  B = 2.01F2 - 4.O+F1 t 2.3+FO 
2 3  E N  = E N  t (FO + T2cA t T 3 + R ) + ( E + + T l I / ( T l . C P . D P )  
240ENDS = ( ( 1 . C  - C + + @ P l + + D O l + ( E . + C P ) + E L O G  ( E l  
2 5  GCO = 0.0 
2 6  I N T  = 1 
2 7  V = 1.0 
2 8  CVEN = 0.6 
2 9  ARE41 = 0.0 
30  H = ( G V k  - E l / V  
3 1  ODD = E V E h  t C D C  
3 2  X = E t H/2.  
3 3  EVEN = 0.c 
3 4  DO 36 I = 1, I N T  
35  E V E N  = EVCN t ( ( 1 . 0  - X + . @ P ~ + + D O ) + l X * + C P l + E L O ~  ( X I  
36  X = X t H 
3 7  AREA = ( E h C S  t 4.0ICVEN t 2.0+OCOI+H/6.U 
3 8  R = ABSF(AREAl/AREA - 1.01 - A C C  
E = E P S  
1 t (11.0 - CPE**DPl..CQl*(OtJt.+CPl+FLCG ( L I M E )  
3 9  I F  ( R )  4 8 ,  4 8 1  4 0  
4 0  I F  ( I h T  - 1 6 3 8 4 1  44,  4 2 1  4 2  
4 1  FORCAT ( 2 3 H  J 3 ( P 1 C )  NCT CCNVCRCEhTl 
4 2  k R I T F  OCITPUT TAPC h t  4 1  
4 3  L A L L  S Y S C R Q  
4 4  AREA1 = A R C A  
4 5  INT  = 2 + I h T  
4 6  V = 2.0.V 
4 7  GO TU 32  
4 8  F J 3  = AREA t EN 
4 9  RFTURh 
ENC 
F J 3  2 2  
F J 3  2 3  
F J 3  2 4  
F J 3  2 5  
F J 3  2 6  
F J 3  2 7  
F J 3  28 
F J 3  2 9  
F J 3  30 
F J 3  3 1  
F J 3  32  
F J 3  3 3  
F J 3  3 4  
F J 3  3 5  
F J 3  36  
F J 3  3 7  
F J 3  3 8  
r J 3  3'3 
F J 3  4 0  
F J 3  4 1  
F J 3  4 2  
F J 3  4 3  
F J 3  4 4  
F J 3  4 5  
F J 3  4 6  
F J 3  4 7  
F J 3  4 0  
F J 3  4'9 
F J 3  5C 
F J 3  5 1  
F J 3  5 2  
F J 3  5 3  
F J 3  54  





l D G = S +  
2 11 = CG 
3 T2 = T 1 /  
4 T3 = T I /  
ElH 
F J 4  ( P t  Q t  S 1  FK21  € 1 4 1  8 A C C  1 
C - 1.0 
1.0 
CG + 2.0) 
DG + 3.0) 
OME = 1.0 - E T A 1  
E = 1.0- DME++P 
6 D P = P  
8 DEL = -2.0+(1.0 - l.O/OP) 
DQ = 2.C+(l.O - I)) 
IF ( a  - 1.0) 11, i o ,  36 
1 0  FO = S Q R T  (1.O/FK2 + 1-01 
GO TO 1 2  
11 FO = l.C 
1 2  OF = FK2 
1 3  F 1  = SQRT (((1.0 - 0 . 5 + E ) + + D t L ) * ( ( 0 . 5 + E ) . r 0 3 ) / F K 2  + 1.01 
1 4  F2 = S Q R l  l ( l 1 . 0  - E ) + + O E L ) + ( E + * D C ) / F K 2  + 1 . C )  
1 5  A = 4.0+F1 - F2 - 3.0+F'j 
16 8 = 2.0+F2 - 4.0+F1 + 2.0.FO 
1 7  EN = ( F O  + T2.A + T 3 + B ) + ( E + + T l ) + S C R T  ( D F ) / ( T l + O P )  
1 8  occ = 0.0 
1 9  INT = 1 
2 0  v = 1.0 
2 1  EVEN = C.0 
AREA1 = 0.0 
EE = 1.C 
I F  ( P  - 1 - 0 1  3 6 1  2 2 1  2 3  
2 2  EE = SQRT ( l . C  + F K Z I  
230ENDS = E €  + ((1.0 - OME++DP)**OG)+SPRT ( ( 1 . 0  
2 4  OUP = 2.0*(CP - 1.0)  
l(OP'C+*(2.C+GP - 2.0))) 
2 5  h = OPE/V 
2 6  CDD = EVEN + GDC 
2 7  X = H/2.0 
2 8  EVEN = 0.0 
300EVEN = EVEN + ((1.3 - X++OPI+*OCI*SORT ( ( 1 . C  
3 1  X = X + H 
33  R = ABSFIbREAl /AREA - 1 - 0 1  - ACC 
2 9  DO 3 1  I = 1, I N T  
I+DDP)  1 
32 AREA = (ENDS + 4.O+EVEN + 2.O*ODD)+H/h.O 
3 4  I F  ( R )  43. 4 3 1  3 5  
35 I F  lIhT - 1 6 3 8 4 )  3 9 1  3 6 1  36 
36  k i R I T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 ,  3 7  
3 7  FORPAT ( 2 5 H  J 4 ( P 1 0 1 S )  NOT CCNVERGENT) 
38  CALL S Y S E R R  
39 AREA1 = AHEA 
40 I N 1  = 2+I l \cT 
4 1  V = 2.01V 
42 G @  TO 2 5  
4 3  F J 4  = AREA + EN 
4 4  KETURh 
EN0 
F J 4  01 
F J 4  02  
F J 4  0 3  
F J 4  0 4  
F J 4  0 5  
F J 4  0 6  
F J 4  07 
F J 4  08  
F J 4  09 
F J 4  10 
F J 4  11 
F J 4  12  
F J 4  1 3  
F J 4  1 4  
F J 4  1 5  
F J 4  1 6  
F J 4  1 7  
F J 4  1 8  
F J 4  19 
F J 4  2 0  
F J 4  2 1  
F J 4  22 
F J 4  2 3  
F J 4  2 4  
F J 4  2 5  
F J 4  2 6  
F J 4  2 7  
F J 4  2 8  
- OME++OP)++OG + OF+FJ4 2 9  
F J 4  3 0  
F J 4  3 1  
F J 4  3 2  
F J 4  3 3  
F J 4  34  
F J 4  3 5  
F J 4  3 6  
X++OP 1 +*DQ + DF+ I X c F J 4  37 
F J 4  3 8  
F J 4  3Y 
F J 4  4C 
F J 4  4 1  
F J 4  42  
F J 4  43  
F J 4  4 4  
F J 4  4 5  
F J 4  46  
F J 4  4 7  
F J 4  4 6  
F J 4  4 9  
F J 4  5C 
F J 4  5 1  
F J 4  52 
F J 4  5 3  
35- 
s FORTRAN I A M  
$PUNCH OBJECT 
FUNCTION F J 5 ( P v Q 1 S v f K 2 v  CTAIV 
OPE = 1.0 - ETA1 
2 G = S - Q - 1.0 
3 CQ = 2.C+(1.0 - 0 )  
4 DEL = 1.0 - l.O/P 
TCEL = 2.O+DEL 
FK = FK2 
I F  I Q  - 1 - 0 1  61 57  3 5  
5 FK = 1.0 t FK 
6 FO = l.O/SORT I F K )  
7 TPS = O.S*EPS 
8 F 1  = ( ( 1 . 0  - TPS)**CELl /SQRT 
9 F2 = ((1.0 - E P S l * + D E L ) / S Q R T  
10 A = 4.0*F1 - F 2  - 3.0IFO 
11 B = 2.0*F2 - 4.C+F1 + 2.O*F!l 
12  T 1  = t t 1.0 
1 3  T2 = T l / I G  + 2.01 
14 T3 = T l / ( C  + 3.01 
E P S  = 1.0 -OME*+P 
A C C  1 
1 5  EN = (FO + T2.A t T 3 * O ) * ( E P S + * T l I / l T l + P )  
1 7  INT = 1 
18 v = 1.0 
19 E V C N  = C.C 
AREA1 = 0.0 
EE = C.0 
16 a m  = 0.0 
I F  ( P  - 1 - 3 1  3 5 1  2 0 ,  2 1  
20 E €  = l.C/SQRT (1.g + FK21 
2 1  ENDS = SORT ( (1 .0  - CCE**Pl**CQ t F K 2 + l C Y E t * l 2 . b * P  
2 2  PP = Z.G*(P - 1.0) 
2 3  ENDS = ( O F ‘ E * * P P l * I ( l . G  - OF’E+*PI* *C l /FNDS t E t  
2 4  ti = O * k / V  
2 5  ODD = t v ~ l \ r  t r o b  
2 6  X = H/2.0 
2 7  tVEN = C.0 
290EVEN = t V E N  + ( X * * P P ) * l l l . O  - X**Pl**Gl/SdKT ( ( 1 . 2  
3 0  X = X t tI 
3 1  AREA = ( E N D S  t 4.0.tVEk t 2.5*OCCI*h/6.S 
3 2  R = ARSFlAREAl/AREA - 1.31 - ACC 
2 8  00 3 0  I 11 I N T  
1 F K Z * ( X * * P P I )  
33  I F  ( R )  42,  42 ,  3 4  
3 4  IT f I h T  - 1 6 3 8 4 1  3 8 1  3 5 1  3 5  
35  k R I T E  OLTPUT TPPI: 61 3 6  
3 6  FflRYAT 125H J 5 l P v Q 1 S l  hiCT CCNVERGENTI 
37  L A L L  S Y S E R R  
38  A R f A l  = A R E A  
3 9  I N T  = 2 * I h T  
4 0  V = 2.0.V 
4 1  GC T O  24 
4 2  F J 5  = AREA t CN 
4 3  RETLRhi 
t h o  
F J 5  01 
F J 5  02  
F J 5  C 3  
F J 5  0 4  
F J 5  05 
F J 5  06 
f J 5  07 
FJ’J OR 
FJ’J 09 
F J 3  1 G  
F J 5  11 
F J 5  12  
F J 5  1 3  
F J 5  1 4  
F J 5  1 5  
F J 5  16 
F J S  1 7  
F J 5  18 
F J 5  19 
F J 5  20 
F J 5  21 
F J 5  2 2  
f J 5  2 3  
F J 5  2 4  
F J 5  2 5  
F J 5  26 
F J q  2 7  
F J S  2 8  
f J 5  2 9  
F J 5  3C 
F J 5  3 1  
F J 5  32 
F J 5  33 
F J 5  3 4  
F J 5  3 5  
F J 5  36  
F J 5  3 7  
F J 5  3 8  
F J 5  3 9  
F J 5  4 i  
F J 5  4 1  
f J 5  4 2  
FJT; 4 3  
F J 5  4 4  
FJ’J 4 5  
F J 5  4 6  
F J 5  4 7  
f J 5  4R 
F J S  4Y 
F J 5  5C 
FJ5 5 1  
f J 5  5 2  
F J 5  5 3  
36 
t FORTRAN I B H  
$PUNCH OBJECT 
FUNCTION FJ6(P ,QtRpS,FK21  E T A I t  A C C I  
1 TO = 2.0*(1.0 - 01 
2 TP = 2.C*(P - 1.01 
3 T R  = 2.O*(R - 1.0) 
4 G = S - Q - 1.0 
5 TD = 2.0*(1.0 - 1.o/P) 
6 TPS = 0.5*EPS 
7 T T  = 2.C*R/P - 1.C - l.O/P 
8 T 1  = G + 1.0 
9 T2 = T l / ( G  + 2.01 
T 3  = Tl/(G + 3 - 0 1  
FK = FK2 
EPS = 1.0- ( I . - E T A I l * * P  
I F  (0 - 1 - 0 1  1 1 s  l o t  3 9  
10 FK = 1.0 + FK 
11 FC) = l.O/SQHT ( F K )  
1 2  OHW = 1.0 - T P S  
13 F I  = (OMW*+TTl/SBRT ( T P S * * T Q  + FK2+ 
1 4  OMU = 1.0 - EPS 
1 5  F2 = (OPW**TTl/SQRT lEPS**TC + FK2* 
17  A = 4.0*F1 - F 2  - 3.0*Fi) 
190EN = ( E L O G  ( E P S l * ( F O  + T2.A + 13.B) 
2 0  ODD = 0.0 
21 I N 1  = 1 
2 2  v = 1.0 
2 3  EVEN = C.0 
2 4  AHEAl = 0.0 
2 5  CMW = 1.0 - OF”E**P 
ONE = 1.0 - E T A I  
1 8  5 = 2.0fF2 - 4.OfF1 + 2.0*FO 
l + ( E P S c * T l I / ( T l * P )  
F J h  01 
F J 6  0 2  
F J 6  0 3  
F J 6  0 4  
F J 6  0 5  
F J 6  0 6  
F J 6  07 
F J 6  O R  
F J 6  0 9  
F J 6  1 C  
F J 6  11 
F J 6  1 2  
F J 6  13 
F J 6  1 4  
F J 6  15 
F J 6  16 
F J 6  1 7  
F J 6  1 6  
F J 6  1 9  
F J 6  2 0  
F J 6  2 1  
F J 6  2 2  
F J 6  2 3  
- I F 0  + T 2 * T I * A  + T 3 * T 3 * P ) / T l I F J 6  2 4  
F J 6  2 5  
F J 6  2 6  
F J 6  2 7  
F J 6  2 8  
F J 6  2 9  
F J 6  3 0  
F J 6  3 1  
260ENDS = (  ( O C E I ~ T R ) ~ ( O C W ~ * G ) / S ~ R T  ( O P W * * T Q  i F K 2 + ( U M E * * T P l l ) + E L O G  (OMFJ6 32 
1 U )  F J 6  33  
2 7  ti = OME/V F J 6  3 4  
2 8  C O O  = EVEh + C D C  F J 6  35 
F J 6  36  2 9  X = H/Z.O 
3 0  EVE& = 0.0 F J 6  3 7  
3 1  D O  34 I = 1. I N 1  F J 6  38  
32  OPW = 1.0 - X * * P  F J 6  3 9  
330EVEK = EVEN + ( (X I+TR)~ IUYW*+G) /SQRT ( O P W * * T Q  + F K Z + ( X * * T P l l ) * E L C G  F J 6  4 0  
1 (OCW 1 F J 6  4 1  
F J 6  42 3 4 X = X + H  
3 5  A R E A  = (EhDS + 4.0*EVEN + 2.S*ODDl*H/6.0 F J 6  4 3  
3 6  R R  = ABSFIAREAl /AREA - 1.0)  - A C C  F J 6  4 4  
37  I F  I R R I  46s 46s 38 F J 6  45 
F J 6  4 6  
3 9  k R I T E  OLTPUT TAPE 6s  4 0  F J 6  47 
4 0  FORCAT ( 2 7 H  J6(P,C,R1S) NOT CONVFRGENTI F J 6  48 
4 1  CALL SYSERR F J 6  4 9  
42 AREA1 = AREA F J 6  5C 
F J 6  5 1  4 3  I N 1  = 2+1NT 
F J 6  5 2  4 4  v = 2 . 0 * V  
45 GO T O  2 7  F J 6  53 
4 6  F J 6  = AREA + EN F J 6  54 
4 7  RETURh F J 6  5 5  
E N D  FJG 56 
38  I F  ( I N 1  - 1 6 3 0 4 1  4 2 1  3 9 1  39  
37 
t FORTRAN I B M  
$PUNCH OBJECT 
FUNCTION F J ~ ( P I Q I S ~ T ~ F K ~ I E P S ~  E T A I ,  ACC) 














TP = 2.0*(P - 1.0) 
G = 5 - Q - 2.0 
11 = T + 1.0 
72 = T l / ( T  + 2.0) 
1 3  = T l / ( T  + 3.0) 
I F  ( P  - 1.0) 5 3 1  69 
FO = L.G/SQRT (1.0 
GO TO 8 
FO = 1.0 
TPS = 0.5.EPS 
onw = 1.0 - TPS+*P 
F 1  = ( O M W * * G ) / S O R T  
OMW = 1.0 - EPS+*P 
F 2  = I O C W * * G ) / S Q R T  
A = 4.0+F1 - F 2  - 3 
B = 2.0*F2 - 4.0.Fl 
7 
FKZ 1 
OHW**TQ + FK2*  
OMW+*TQ + FK2. 
O+FO 
+ 2.0+FC 
1 5  TT = FO + T2+A + T 3 * 0  
16 TU = FO + T2*T2*A  + T3+T3*B  
1 7  
19 
2 0  
2 1  
2 2  
2 3  
2 4  
2 7  
2 8  
30 
3 1  
32  
EN = (ELOG ( E P S ) * T T  - T U / T l ) + ( E P S * + T L ) / T l  
OHE = 1.0 - ETA1 
1 4  = 2.0*(1.0 - l .O/P)  
15 = T / P  - 1.0 + l.O/P 
11 = G + 2.0 
1 2  = T l / ( G  + 3.0) 
7 3  = T l / ( G  + 4.0) 
FK = FK2 
I F  ( Q  - 1.0) 24,  23. 5 3  
FK = 1.0 + FK 
FO = - l . O / S Q R T  ( F K )  
E = 1.0- CME**P 
T P S  = 0.5 E 
O M W  = 1.- TPS 
F 1  = (OMh**T5) /SPRT I T P S * * T Q  + F K Z * ( O M k + + T 4 ) I  ELOGIOMW) /TPS 
OMW = 1.0 - E 
F2 = (OMW**T5)/SQRT ( E +*TO + FK2*(OHW+*T41)  ELOGIOMH) /E 
A = 4.01F1 - F 2  - 3.O*FO 
B = 2.0*F2 - 4.0*F1 + 2.!J*FO 
EN = EN + ( F O  + T 2 r A  + T 3 + B ) * (  E + . T l ) / I T l * P * P )  
3 3  000 = 0.0 
3 4  I N 1  = 1 
3 5  v = 1.0 
36 EVEh = 0.0 
3 7  AREAl = 0.0 
38 ENOS = IEPS+*T) * IOHk+*G)+ELOG I E P S )  
3 9  0 = 1.0 - 0CEf.P 
4 0  E N D S = E N D S t l O M E * + T ~ * l O ~ + G ~ * E L O G  (OWE 
4 1  H = (@ME - E P S ) / V  
4 2  000 = EVEh + COD 
4 3  X = E P S  + H/2.0 
4 4  EVEN = 0.0 
OWW = 1.0 - EPS++P 
4 5  00 4 8  I = 1 9  I N T  
4 6  0 = 1.0 - X * * P  
4 7  EVEN = EVEN + ( X + * T ) + l O + + C I * E L O G  (X) /SQHT lU++T1) + F K Z * ( X * * T P ) )  
4 8 X = X + H  
4 9  AREA = (ENOS + 4.O.tVEN + 2.0*0CO)*H/6.0 
50  R = ABSF(AREI l /AREA - 1.5) - ACC 
5 1  I F  ( R )  60, 601 52 
5 2  I F  ( I N T  - 1 6 3 8 4 )  56 ,  53. 53 
5 3  k R l T E  OUTPUT TAPE 6 r  5 4  
5 4  FORCAT (27W J 7 l P r O v S v T )  NOT CONVERGENT) 
55 CALL S Y S E R R  
5 6  AREAl = A R E A  
5 7  I N 1  = 2 * 1 h i T  
5 8  v = 2.0.V 
5 9  GO T O  4 1  
60  F J 7  = A R E A  + EN 
6 1  RETURh 
END 
F J 7  01  
F J 7  0 2  
F J 7  03 
FJ7  04 
F J 7  0 5  
F J 7  06 
F J 7  0 7  
F J 7  08 
F J 7  0 9  
F J 7  10 
F J 7  11 
F J 7  12  
F J 7  1 3  
F J 7  1 4  
F J 7  1 5  
F J 7  1 6  
F J 7  1 7  
F J 7  18 
F J 7  19 
F J 7  2 0  
F J 7  2 1  
F J 7  2 2  
F J 7  2 3  
F J 7  2 4  
F J 7  2 5  
F J 7  2 6  
F J 7  2 7  
F J 7  2 8  
F J 7  2 9  
F J 7  30 
F J 7  3 1  
F J 7  32 
F J 7  3 3  
F J 7  3 4  
F J 7  3 5  
F J 7  36 
F J 7  3 7  
F J 7  36  
F J 7  39  
F J 7  4 0  
F J 7  4 1  
F J 7  4 2  
F J 7  4 3  
F J 7  4 4  
F J 7  45  
F J 7  4 6  
F J 7  4 7  
F J 7  4 8  
F J 7  4 9  
F J 7  SO 
F J 7  5 1  
F J 7  5 2  
F J 7  5 3  
F J 7  54  
F J 7  5 5  
F J 7  5 6  
F J 7  5 7  
F J 7  5 8  
F J 7  59 
F J 7  6 0  
F J 7  6 1  
F J 7  6 2  
F J 7  6 3  
F J 7  6 4  
F J 7  6 5  
F J 7  6 6  
F J 7  6 7  
F J 7  6 6  
F J 7  6 9  
F J 7  7 0  
F J 7  7 1  
38 
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TABLE 9 ITERATION RESULTS FOR Ash,, u”pl, b/a=l ,  cy0=1. 5, po=l. 5 
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W ( 2 )  
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- * 01758 
-. 2988 1935 
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,0035 - c  0051 
.0036 -,0052 
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,0038 -.0053 
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P F ACY 
,5000 -. 46258 
,5000 -. 31011 
,5000 -. 18587 
,5000 -. 10019 
,5000 -. 05330 
.5000 -. 03224 
.5000 - e  02379 
.SO00 -. 02050 
.SO00 -. 01915 
.5000 -, 0185 1 
.SO00 -. 01735 
.5000 -. 01646 
,5000 -. 01563 
,5000 -. 01485 
.5000 -. 01392 
.5000 -. 01263 
.5000 -. 01148 
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,5000 00958 
.5000 -. 00878 
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TABLE VI ITERATION RESULTS FOR h=A3, p=p3' b/a-=l 
OO W(-) 
V PO t OO 



























































































































































.5206 -. 01458 
,5202 -.  01373 
.5198 -. 01286 
.5194 -. 01199 
.5190 -. 01112 
.5187 -. 01025 
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5 162 - 00385 
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Fig. 4 Variation in Projections of Ridges on OC-p Plme 
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